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provisions and tools with me, 1 would always guide the
pilot back to the spot by radio signals. He could bring nie
a wooden house in parts which I would put together.
There is nothing to prevent me having one or two assistants.
For a while we would explore meteorological conditions
and see whether it is possible to find food locally by cutting
holes into the ice and get animals from the sea. This would
make the experiment easier because we would be indepen-
dent on regular food supplies by 'plane and parachute.
We would send very valuable reports on the weather con-
ditions, winds, air currents, etc. etc., by radio. After a
year or two we would have some facts about the centre of
the Arctic which we could never get so reliably by occasional
expeditions, test flights or synoptic conclusions by synthesis
of meteorological data from stations around a radius of at
least 500 miles from the Pole.' *
Vodopyanov, who was the first airman to fly to Franz
Josef Land from Moscow, is ready to try the hop across
the Pole in 1937. Lcvanevsky had given up his attempt in
June, 1935, because his machine had a defect shortly after
he left Moscow. Vodopyanov is still comparatively young.
His biography is very typical; most men whom one meets
in responsible positions all over the country tell a similar
tale. As the old guard of pro-War Bolshevik revolutionaries
dies out this type of man comes more to the foreground. A
peasant boy at the time of the revolution, too young to
fight in the Great War, Mikhail Vasilievitch Vodopyanov
had never seen other means of transports than horse-carts up
to his nineteenth birthday. His first encounter with self-
moving vehicles like railways, motor-cars, aeroplanes, took
place in 1918. He joined the Red Army. It was the best
school he had ever known. A student of law, who was the
commander of his battalion during the civil war, taught him
to read and write. There also he learnt to drive an auto-
mobile and later became a mechanic on aeroplanes. When
* Attempted March 23, 193 7-
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